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About
This document contains the processed, intermediary data used in ongoing metadata network
analysis research at the University of North Texas (UNT) Libraries. It is intended to sup-
plement a number of analytical research papers – including Phillips, M. E., Zavalina, O. L.,
Tarver, H. (2019). Using Metadata Record Graphs to Understand Digital Library Metadata.
Dublin Core Metadata Initiative. – by providing the complete underlying data.
The six collections represented in this document are a portion of the Digital Collections
holdings at UNT, accessible via The Portal to Texas History (https://texashistory.unt.edu/)
and the UNT Digital Library (https://digital.library.unt.edu/). A brief description of each
collection is included in the data sections for context.
Methods
All data collection and processing was done by Mark E. Phillips (mark.phillips@unt.edu).
Harvest. Raw metadata records were harvested on March 18, 2019 in the native UNTL
format (https://digital2.library.unt.edu/untl.xsd) from the following OAI endpoints:
• College of Music Recordings (COMR):
https://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/COMR/oai/
• Technical Report Archive and Image Library (TRAIL):
https://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/TRAIL/oai/
• Texas Patents Collection (TXPT):
https://texashistory.unt.edu/explore/collections/TXPT/oai/
• Texas State Publications (TXPUB):
https://texashistory.unt.edu/explore/collections/TXPUB/oai/
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• UNT Theses and Dissertations (UNTETD):
https://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/UNTETD/oai/
• UNT Photography Collection (UNTPC):
https://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/UNTPC/oai/
Processing. All processing was handled at the element level within the collection for each
of the Dublin Core (DC) metadata elements: title, creator, contributor, publisher, date,
language, description, subject, coverage, source, relation, rights, resourceType, format, and
identifier. Data for each collection includes both count-based and network statistics.
To generate network statistics, the following process was used:
1. Unique identifiers for each metadata record, paired with the data values for its specific
element, were output and sorted to alphabetize data values.
2. Record identifiers for a shared data value were grouped with that value. These identi-
fiers represent nodes that are connected by a common data value.
3. All combinations of these identifiers were generated, output, and sorted.
4. A final adjacency list was created with a metadata record identifier as the key, paired
with identifiers for metadata records connected to that record by any shared data value.
5. This output resulted in a ”Metadata Record Graph,” which is an undirected graph
with bidirectional edges, used to calculate the network statistics in the data sections
of this document.
For the purposes of this data, all network analysis assumed exact value matching with
no string normalization.
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Data
Each collection has a data section containing two tables and a series of graphs.
The first table (Tables 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11) in each section documents the following count-
and value-based data:
• Element Name - metadata element being processed
• Records with Element Instances - number of records in the collection containing at
least one value for that element
• % of Records with Element Instances - number of records containing at least one value
divided by the total number of records (expressed as whole number percentages)
• Unique Data Values in Element - number of all data values for an element after re-
moving duplicate values
• Mean Element Instances Per Record - average number of values in individual records
for that element
• Mode Element Instances Per Record - most common number of values in individual
records for that element
• Frequency of Mode Instances Per Record - number of records containing the mode
number of values for the element (expressed as whole number percentages)
• Entropy - calculation of the likelihood that a new value in an element will be unique
The second table (Tables 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12) in each section provides the following
network statistics:
• Element Name - metadata element being processed
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• Connected Nodes - number of metadata records (nodes) that have a value in common
with at least one other record in that element
• Unconnected Nodes - number of metadata records (nodes) that have unique values in
that element, not shared with any other record in the collection or are missing values
for that element and therefore do not connect to another record
• Total Edges - number of connections between nodes
• Density - calculation of edges versus possible edges among nodes
• Average Degree - number of connections per node in a network (rounded off to whole
numbers) divided by the total nodes
• Qlink Mean - total Qlink calculation divided by the total nodes
• Qlink Std - calculation of the standard deviation among Qlink values for the element
across the collection
The figures at the end of each data section provide the Qlink distribution as a pair of
plots for each element: one on a standard scale and a second using a logarithmic scale to
show details.
A final section provides data from all six collections for the Subject metadata element
only. Table 13 primarily repeats information from the previous sections (Collection, Records,
Unique Data Values, Entropy, Unconnected Nodes, Density, and Qlink Mean) with the
addition of Average Density. The Qlink distribution graphs for the Subject element in each
collection are included side-by-side for comparison of element usage and connectivity.
Data Calculations
Entropy. standardized entropy for values represented as a number between 0 and 1:
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entropy = −
n∑
i=1
pi log(pi)
log(N)
.
Where p1 is the probability of the i-th unique value for a given element and n is the total
number of the unique values for that element.
Density. Actual connections (edges) in a graph divided by potential connections (possible
edges), represented as a number between 0 and 1:
D =
2|E|
|V | (|V | − 1)
Qlink.1 Number of connections to (instance k) or from (instance l) a record in relation
to the number of resources in the collection (N):
Qlink =
links(instancek)
maxNi=1(links(instancei))
Where links(instance) represent the number of connections to or from the metadata
instance. N is the number of resources in the repository.
Other Contextual Resources
• UNTL Metadata Application Profile: https://github.com/unt-libraries/untl map
• UNT Input Guidelines for Descriptive Metadata:
https://library.unt.edu/digital-projects-unit/metadata/input-guidelines-descriptive/
• https://texashistory.unt.edu/oai/
• https://digital.library.unt.edu/oai/
1Xavier Ochoa and Erik Duval. “Automatic evaluation of metadata quality in digital repositories”. In:
International Journal on Digital Libraries 10.2 (2009), pp. 67–91. issn: 1432-1300. doi: 10.1007/s00799-
009-0054-4.
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College of Music Recordings (COMR)
Description: Audio/video performances recorded by the UNT College of Music on the
UNT campus, primarily 1980-2019.
Number of records in dataset: 6,398
Online collection: https://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/COMR/
Element
Name
Records
with
Element
Instances
% of
Records
with
Element
Instances
Unique
Data
Values
in
Element
Mean
Element
Instances
Per
Record
Mode
Element
Instances
Per
Record
Frequency
of Mode
Instances
Per
Record
Entropy
title 6,398 100% 7,123 2 2 80% 0.714
creator 6,378 100% 3,842 2 1 71% 0.900
contributor 6,348 99% 16,457 10 5 12% 0.888
publisher 6,207 97% 6 1 1 100% 0.066
date 6,391 100% 3,183 1 1 95% 0.959
language 6,395 100% 21 1 1 87% 0.514
description 6,394 100% 1,838 1 1 99% 0.791
subject 6,382 100% 3,150 4 2 38% 0.768
coverage 761 12% 32 2 2 95% 0.335
source 56 1% 5 1 1 100% 0.637
relation 2,330 36% 2,697 1 1 60% 0.987
rights 6,242 98% 5 1 1 100% 0.004
resourceType 6,398 100% 2 1 1 100% 0.483
format 6,398 100% 2 1 1 100% 0.482
identifier 6,396 100% 6,283 1 1 100% 0.999
Table 1: Count-Based and Data-Value-Based Statistics for COMR (n=6,398)
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Element
Name
Connected
Nodes
Unconnected
Nodes
Total
Edges
Density Average
Degree
Qlink
Mean
Qlink
Std
title 6,207 191 4,534,417 0.222 1,417 0.36 0.22
creator 5,030 1,368 89,626 0.004 28 0.09 0.18
contributor 6,307 91 1,042,253 0.051 326 0.17 0.17
publisher 6,205 193 18,495,513 0.904 5,782 0.95 0.22
date 4,712 1,686 14,161 0.001 4 0.05 0.12
language 6,395 3 10,614,717 0.519 3,318 0.55 0.23
description 5,104 1,294 300,418 0.015 94 0.17 0.30
subject 6,252 146 1,220,652 0.060 382 0.22 0.28
coverage 759 5,639 278,871 0.014 87 0.12 0.32
source 55 6,343 724 0.000 0 0.01 0.08
relation 1,013 5,385 1,194 0.000 0 0.01 0.07
rights 6,241 157 19,471,920 0.952 6,087 0.98 0.15
resourceType 6,398 0 16,636,363 0.813 5,200 0.91 0.27
format 6,398 0 16,641,426 0.813 5,202 0.91 0.27
identifier 225 6,173 114 0.000 0 0.02 0.09
Table 2: Network Statistics for COMR (n=6,398)
Figure 1: Qlink Distribution for COMR Title Values
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Figure 2: Qlink Distribution for COMR Creator Values
Figure 3: Qlink Distribution for COMR Contributor Values
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Figure 4: Qlink Distribution for COMR Publisher Values
Figure 5: Qlink Distribution for COMR Date Values
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Figure 6: Qlink Distribution for COMR Language Values
Figure 7: Qlink Distribution for COMR Description Values
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Figure 8: Qlink Distribution for COMR Subject Values
Figure 9: Qlink Distribution for COMR Coverage Values
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Figure 10: Qlink Distribution for COMR Source Values
Figure 11: Qlink Distribution for COMR Relation Values
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Figure 12: Qlink Distribution for COMR Rights Values
Figure 13: Qlink Distribution for COMR Resource Type Values
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Figure 14: Qlink Distribution for COMR Format Values
Figure 15: Qlink Distribution for COMR Identifier Values
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Figure 16: Comparison of COMR Qlink Distribution for All Elements
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Technical Report Archive and Image Library (TRAIL)
Description: Federally-funded research reports and supporting documentation (e.g., maps,
technical drawings, and raw data) on a variety of topics, published primarily 1900-1999.
Number of records in dataset: 25,132
Online collection: https://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/TRAIL/
Element
Name
Records
with
Element
Instances
% of
Records
with
Element
Instances
Unique
Data
Values
in
Element
Mean
Element
Instances
Per
Record
Mode
Element
Instances
Per
Record
Frequency
of Mode
Instances
Per
Record
Entropy
title 25,132 100% 41,977 3 2 49% 0.763
creator 24,526 98% 17,990 2 1 45% 0.935
contributor 23,193 92% 2,451 1 1 70% 0.539
publisher 10,940 44% 220 1 1 100% 0.533
date 25,008 100% 5,087 1 1 100% 0.903
language 25,132 100% 3 1 1 100% 0.001
description 25,132 100% 32,558 2 2 100% 0.908
subject 25,132 100% 21,147 3 2 53% 0.839
coverage 7,388 29% 3,021 2 1 59% 0.754
source 977 4% 468 1 1 100% 0.796
relation 536 2% 516 1 1 87% 0.961
rights 13,793 55% 6 3 3 100% 0.631
resourceType 25,132 100% 15 1 1 100% 0.078
format 25,132 100% 3 1 1 100% 0.121
identifier 24,952 99% 80,335 4 4 57% 0.980
Table 3: Count-Based and Data-Value-Based Statistics for TRAIL (n=25,132)
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Element
Name
Connected
Nodes
Unconnected
Nodes
Total
Edges
Density Average
Degree
Qlink
Mean
Qlink
Std
title 25,104 28 34,234,877 0.108 2,724 0.49 0.31
creator 20,842 4,290 305,040 0.001 24 0.05 0.15
contributor 22,904 2,228 34,484,643 0.109 2,744 0.29 0.24
publisher 10,853 14,279 7,552,428 0.024 601 0.16 0.29
date 22,865 2,267 299,764 0.001 24 0.08 0.13
language 25,132 0 315,720,759 1.000 25,125 1.00 0.01
description 19,021 6,111 720,414 0.002 57 0.23 0.27
subject 24,066 1,066 6,140,004 0.019 489 0.11 0.19
coverage 6,836 18,296 2,325,844 0.007 185 0.06 0.19
source 535 24,597 13,137 0.000 1 0.01 0.09
relation 116 25,016 455 0.000 0 0.00 0.03
rights 13,793 11,339 95,116,528 0.301 7,569 0.55 0.50
resourceType 25,129 3 291,530,610 0.923 23,200 0.96 0.19
format 25,132 0 297,861,427 0.943 23,704 0.97 0.16
identifier 5,645 19,487 683,004 0.002 54 0.05 0.20
Table 4: Network Statistics for TRAIL (n=25,132)
Figure 17: Qlink Distribution for TRAIL Title Values
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Figure 18: Qlink Distribution for TRAIL Creator Values
Figure 19: Qlink Distribution for TRAIL Contributor Values
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Figure 20: Qlink Distribution for TRAIL Publisher Values
Figure 21: Qlink Distribution for TRAIL Date Values
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Figure 22: Qlink Distribution for TRAIL Language Values
Figure 23: Qlink Distribution for TRAIL Description Values
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Figure 24: Qlink Distribution for TRAIL Subject Values
Figure 25: Qlink Distribution for TRAIL Coverage Values
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Figure 26: Qlink Distribution for TRAIL Source Values
Figure 27: Qlink Distribution for TRAIL Relation Values
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Figure 28: Qlink Distribution for TRAIL Rights Values
Figure 29: Qlink Distribution for TRAIL Resource Type Values
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Figure 30: Qlink Distribution for TRAIL Format Values
Figure 31: Qlink Distribution for TRAIL Identifier Values
24
Figure 32: Comparison of TRAIL Qlink Distribution for All Elements
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Texas Patents Collection (TXPT)
Description: United States patents (printed text, with illustrations) filed by inventors
living in Texas before 1920.
Number of records in dataset: 14,354
Online collection: https://texashistory.unt.edu/explore/collections/TXPT/
Element
Name
Records
with
Element
Instances
% of
Records
with
Element
Instances
Unique
Data
Values
in
Element
Mean
Element
Instances
Per
Record
Mode
Element
Instances
Per
Record
Frequency
of Mode
Instances
Per
Record
Entropy
title 14,354 100% 12,740 1 1 63% 0.947
creator 14,353 100% 12,080 1 1 88% 0.978
contributor 14,342 100% 30,472 4 3 33% 0.821
publisher 14,350 100% 2 1 1 100% 0.001
date 14,354 100% 8,894 3 3 90% 0.928
language 14,354 100% 2 1 1 100% 0.001
description 14,354 100% 14,595 2 2 100% 0.737
subject 14,354 100% 12,268 5 4 30% 0.588
coverage 14,354 100% 2,077 1 1 96% 0.771
source 15 0% 15 1 1 100% 1.000
relation 120 1% 152 1 1 83% 0.998
rights 16 0% 10 1 1 94% 0.823
resourceType 14,354 100% 1 1 1 100% 0.000
format 14,354 100% 2 1 1 100% 0.003
identifier 14,354 100% 19,397 1 1 65% 1.000
Table 5: Count-Based and Data-Value-Based Statistics for TXPT (n=14,354)
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Element
Name
Connected
Nodes
Unconnected
Nodes
Total
Edges
Density Average
Degree
Qlink
Mean
Qlink
Std
title 6,832 7,522 70,276 0.001 10 0.05 0.14
creator 6,135 8,219 12,274 0.000 2 0.04 0.10
contributor 13,703 651 37,713,535 0.366 5,255 0.58 0.45
publisher 14,349 5 102,939,726 0.999 14,343 1.00 0.02
date 14,279 75 95,800 0.001 13 0.25 0.13
language 14,353 1 102,997,128 1.000 14,351 1.00 0.01
description 14,052 302 12,222,147 0.119 1,703 0.39 0.41
subject 14,353 1 101,137,430 0.982 14,092 0.99 0.09
coverage 13,562 792 1,520,726 0.015 212 0.13 0.18
source 0 14,354 0 0.000 0 0.00 0.00
relation 6 14,348 3 0.000 0 0.00 0.02
rights 11 14,343 31 0.000 0 0.00 0.02
resourceType 14,354 0 103,011,481 1.000 14,353 1.00 0.00
format 14,354 0 102,968,428 1.000 14,347 1.00 0.01
identifier 42 14,312 23 0.000 0 0.00 0.03
Table 6: Network Statistics for TXPT (n=14,354)
Figure 33: Qlink Distribution for TXPT Title Values
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Figure 34: Qlink Distribution for TXPT Creator Values
Figure 35: Qlink Distribution for TXPT Contributor Values
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Figure 36: Qlink Distribution for TXPT Publisher Values
Figure 37: Qlink Distribution for TXPT Date Values
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Figure 38: Qlink Distribution for TXPT Language Values
Figure 39: Qlink Distribution for TXPT Description Values
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Figure 40: Qlink Distribution for TXPT Subject Values
Figure 41: Qlink Distribution for TXPT Coverage Values
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Figure 42: Qlink Distribution for TXPT Source Values
Figure 43: Qlink Distribution for TXPT Relation Values
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Figure 44: Qlink Distribution for TXPT Rights Values
Figure 45: Qlink Distribution for TXPT Resource Type Values
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Figure 46: Qlink Distribution for TXPT Format Values
Figure 47: Qlink Distribution for TXPT Identifier Values
34
Figure 48: Comparison of TXPT Qlink Distribution for All Elements
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Texas State Publications (TXPUB)
Description: Materials published by Texas state agencies in a variety of formats (e.g.,
reports, maps, pamphlets, posters, etc.) and on a range of topics, primarily 1970-2019.
Number of records in dataset: 11,219
Online collection: https://texashistory.unt.edu/explore/collections/TXPUB/
Element
Name
Records
with
Element
Instances
% of
Records
with
Element
Instances
Unique
Data
Values
in
Element
Mean
Element
Instances
Per
Record
Mode
Element
Instances
Per
Record
Frequency
of Mode
Instances
Per
Record
Entropy
title 11,219 100% 15,756 3 1 29% 0.875
creator 11,196 100% 3,614 2 1 71% 0.794
contributor 3,944 35% 4,101 3 1 57% 0.860
publisher 10,749 96% 937 1 1 99% 0.715
date 10,610 95% 2,434 1 1 93% 0.840
language 11,219 100% 4 1 1 99% 0.108
description 11,219 100% 11,050 2 2 100% 0.865
subject 11,219 100% 15,325 6 5 20% 0.772
coverage 11,212 100% 2,051 3 2 59% 0.418
source 38 0% 12 1 1 100% 0.703
relation 153 1% 153 1 1 97% 0.992
rights 181 2% 2 1 1 99% 0.049
resourceType 11,219 100% 21 1 1 100% 0.567
format 11,219 100% 2 1 1 100% 0.251
identifier 10,850 97% 11,630 2 1 47% 0.872
Table 7: Count-Based and Data-Value-Based Statistics for TXPUB (n=11,219)
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Element
Name
Connected
Nodes
Unconnected
Nodes
Total
Edges
Density Average
Degree
Qlink
Mean
Qlink
Std
title 8,008 3,211 613,618 0.010 109 0.09 0.14
creator 10,465 754 1,188,893 0.019 212 0.13 0.18
contributor 3,254 7,965 153,513 0.002 27 0.06 0.16
publisher 10,261 958 1,339,282 0.021 239 0.19 0.24
date 9,286 1,933 238,143 0.004 42 0.17 0.21
language 11,218 1 60,409,740 0.960 10,769 0.96 0.13
description 9,282 1,937 476,515 0.008 85 0.12 0.18
subject 11,194 25 8,459,716 0.134 1,508 0.32 0.28
coverage 11,209 10 62,580,425 0.994 11,156 1.00 0.05
source 29 11,190 172 0.000 0 0.00 0.04
relation 12 11,207 18 0.000 0 0.00 0.02
rights 181 11,038 16,290 0.000 3 0.02 0.13
resourceType 11,215 4 14,422,577 0.229 2,571 0.65 0.34
format 11,219 0 57,885,621 0.920 10,319 0.96 0.19
identifier 5,243 5,976 163,930 0.003 29 0.10 0.21
Table 8: Network Statistics for TXPUB (n=11,219)
Figure 49: Qlink Distribution for TXPUB Title Values
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Figure 50: Qlink Distribution for TXPUB Creator Values
Figure 51: Qlink Distribution for TXPUB Contributor Values
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Figure 52: Qlink Distribution for TXPUB Publisher Values
Figure 53: Qlink Distribution for TXPUB Date Values
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Figure 54: Qlink Distribution for TXPUB Language Values
Figure 55: Qlink Distribution for TXPUB Description Values
40
Figure 56: Qlink Distribution for TXPUB Subject Values
Figure 57: Qlink Distribution for TXPUB Coverage Values
41
Figure 58: Qlink Distribution for TXPUB Source Values
Figure 59: Qlink Distribution for TXPUB Relation Values
42
Figure 60: Qlink Distribution for TXPUB Rights Values
Figure 61: Qlink Distribution for TXPUB Resource Type Values
43
Figure 62: Qlink Distribution for TXPUB Format Values
Figure 63: Qlink Distribution for TXPUB Identifier Values
44
Figure 64: Comparison of TXPUB Qlink Distribution for All Elements
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UNT Theses and Dissertations (UNTETD)
Description: Published Master’s- and Doctoral-level theses and dissertations for degrees
earned at UNT, across all subject areas, awarded 1930-2019.
Number of records in dataset: 19,292
Online collection: https://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/UNTETD/
Element
Name
Records
with
Element
Instances
% of
Records
with
Element
Instances
Unique
Data
Values
in
Element
Mean
Element
Instances
Per
Record
Mode
Element
Instances
Per
Record
Frequency
of Mode
Instances
Per
Record
Entropy
title 19,292 100% 19,290 1 1 100% 1.000
creator 19,292 100% 18,500 1 1 100% 0.998
contributor 17,872 93% 6,111 3 3 36% 0.877
publisher 19,291 100% 8 1 1 100% 0.528
date 19,285 100% 730 1 1 87% 0.862
language 19,292 100% 5 1 1 100% 0.016
description 19,176 99% 25,385 2 2 62% 0.978
subject 19,284 100% 62,615 5 5 18% 0.953
coverage 4,264 22% 1,059 1 1 78% 0.683
source 0 0% 0 0 0 100% 0.000
relation 259 1% 391 2 1 70% 1.000
rights 19,292 100% 17,253 4 4 95% 0.404
resourceType 19,292 100% 1 1 1 100% 0.000
format 19,292 100% 1 1 1 100% 0.000
identifier 17,233 89% 44,223 3 3 39% 0.999
Table 9: Count-Based and Data-Value-Based Statistics for UNTETD (n=19,292)
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Element
Name
Connected
Nodes
Unconnected
Nodes
Total
Edges
Density Average
Degree
Qlink
Mean
Qlink
Std
title 74 19,218 55 0.000 0 0.00 0.03
creator 1,577 17,715 803 0.000 0 0.03 0.09
contributor 17,851 1,441 1,323,847 0.007 137 0.16 0.15
publisher 19,287 5 72,439,560 0.389 7,510 0.75 0.30
date 19,221 71 993,288 0.005 103 0.34 0.14
language 19,292 0 185,541,874 0.997 19,235 1.00 0.04
description 7,418 11,874 25,384 0.000 3 0.10 0.19
subject 17,593 1,699 423,445 0.002 44 0.08 0.11
coverage 3,990 15,302 1,002,075 0.005 104 0.06 0.18
source 0 19,292 0 0.000 0 0.00 0.00
relation 0 19,292 0 0.000 0 0.00 0.00
rights 19,292 0 186,080,599 1.000 19,291 1.00 0.00
resourceType 19,292 0 186,080,986 1.000 19,291 1.00 0.00
format 19,292 0 186,080,986 1.000 19,291 1.00 0.00
identifier 269 19,023 5,140 0.000 1 0.01 0.07
Table 10: Network Statistics for UNTETD (n=19,292)
Figure 65: Qlink Distribution for UNTETD Title Values
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Figure 66: Qlink Distribution for UNTETD Creator Values
Figure 67: Qlink Distribution for UNTETD Contributor Values
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Figure 68: Qlink Distribution for UNTETD Publisher Values
Figure 69: Qlink Distribution for UNTETD Date Values
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Figure 70: Qlink Distribution for UNTETD Language Values
Figure 71: Qlink Distribution for UNTETD Description Values
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Figure 72: Qlink Distribution for UNTETD Subject Values
Figure 73: Qlink Distribution for UNTETD Coverage Values
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Figure 74: Qlink Distribution for UNTETD Source Values
Figure 75: Qlink Distribution for UNTETD Relation Values
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Figure 76: Qlink Distribution for UNTETD Rights Values
Figure 77: Qlink Distribution for UNTETD Resource Type Values
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Figure 78: Qlink Distribution for UNTETD Format Values
Figure 79: Qlink Distribution for UNTETD Identifier Values
54
Figure 80: Comparison of UNTETD Qlink Distribution for All Elements
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UNT Photography Collection (UNTPC)
Description: Photographs held by the UNT Archives that document the history of the
UNT campus and university community, primarily from the 20th century through 2019.
Number of records in dataset: 16,659
Online collection: https://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/UNTPC/
Element
Name
Records
with
Element
Instances
% of
Records
with
Element
Instances
Unique
Data
Values
in
Element
Mean
Element
Instances
Per
Record
Mode
Element
Instances
Per
Record
Frequency
of Mode
Instances
Per
Record
Entropy
title 16,659 100% 12,797 1 1 80% 0.933
creator 3,434 21% 34 1 1 100% 0.142
contributor 110 1% 10 1 1 99% 0.561
publisher 4 0% 4 1 1 100% 1.000
date 14,391 86% 974 1 1 100% 0.801
language 16,618 100% 9 1 1 100% 0.289
description 16,659 100% 13,325 2 2 100% 0.677
subject 16,659 100% 6,170 9 8 19% 0.582
coverage 16,657 100% 2,070 3 3 33% 0.405
source 0 0% 0 0 0 100% 0.000
relation 22 0% 23 1 1 86% 0.991
rights 8,549 51% 5 1 1 100% 0.009
resourceType 16,659 100% 1 1 1 100% 0.000
format 16,659 100% 1 1 1 100% 0.000
identifier 16,599 100% 16,538 1 1 100% 1.000
Table 11: Count-Based and Data-Value-Based Statistics for UNTPC (n=16,659)
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Element
Name
Connected
Nodes
Unconnected
Nodes
Total
Edges
Density Average
Degree
Qlink
Mean
Qlink
Std
title 8,435 8,224 129,994 0.001 16 0.07 0.18
creator 3,418 13,241 4,692,331 0.034 563 0.18 0.39
contributor 106 16,553 2,406 0.000 0 0.00 0.06
publisher 0 16,659 0 0.000 0 0.00 0.00
date 14,103 2,556 1,405,452 0.010 169 0.18 0.29
language 16,614 45 79,236,854 0.571 9,513 0.83 0.26
description 16,419 240 25,966,453 0.187 3,117 0.65 0.32
subject 16,658 1 128,214,319 0.924 15,393 0.93 0.16
coverage 16,637 22 134,975,042 0.973 16,204 0.97 0.08
source 0 16,659 0 0.000 0 0.00 0.00
relation 3 16,656 2 0.000 0 0.00 0.01
rights 8,548 8,111 36,418,873 0.262 4,372 0.51 0.50
resourceType 16,659 0 138,752,811 1.000 16,658 1.00 0.00
format 16,659 0 138,752,811 1.000 16,658 1.00 0.00
identifier 126 16,533 63 0.000 0 0.01 0.09
Table 12: Network Statistics for UNTPC (n=16,659)
Figure 81: Qlink Distribution for UNTPC Title Values
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Figure 82: Qlink Distribution for UNTPC Creator Values
Figure 83: Qlink Distribution for UNTPC Contributor Values
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Figure 84: Qlink Distribution for UNTPC Publisher Values
Figure 85: Qlink Distribution for UNTPC Date Values
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Figure 86: Qlink Distribution for UNTPC Language Values
Figure 87: Qlink Distribution for UNTPC Description Values
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Figure 88: Qlink Distribution for UNTPC Subject Values
Figure 89: Qlink Distribution for UNTPC Coverage Values
61
Figure 90: Qlink Distribution for UNTPC Source Values
Figure 91: Qlink Distribution for UNTPC Relation Values
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Figure 92: Qlink Distribution for UNTPC Rights Values
Figure 93: Qlink Distribution for UNTPC Resource Type Values
63
Figure 94: Qlink Distribution for UNTPC Format Values
Figure 95: Qlink Distribution for UNTPC Identifier Values
64
Figure 96: Comparison of UNTPC Qlink Distribution for All Elements
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Subject Element Comparison
Network-Graph Statistics
Collection Records Unique
Data
Values
Entropy Unconnected
Nodes
Density Average
Density
Qlink
Mean
COMR 6,398 3,150 0.791 146 0.060 382 0.22
TRAIL 25,132 21,147 0.839 1,066 0.019 489 0.11
TXPT 14,354 12,268 0.588 1 0.982 14,092 0.99
TXPUB 11,219 15,325 0.772 25 0.134 1,508 0.32
UNTETD 19,292 62,615 0.953 1,699 0.002 44 0.08
UNTPC 16,659 6,170 0.582 1 0.924 15,393 0.93
Table 13: Subject Metadata Element: Statistics for Six Collections
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Figure 97: Subject Element Qlink Distributions for All Six Collections
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